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The problem arose in considering a rec ,~a:~.~~: ............

in ESRI. Let the observations be "fl) Y2; #;j~ YT over a

period of years T. The intuitive method is to set -

(I)     (I + T)T-I = YT/~Ii,

wheee I00 r is the rate ~ per annum, calculated from

logarithms -

(9.)    log(l + r) = (log Xt - log Y1)/(T- I).

An immediate objection is that the calculation relies

solely on the first and last observations (ignoring the

remaining (T- 9) observations) and either or both of

these might be manifestly abnormal in relation to adjacent

observations. Yet the calculation may find a kind of

justification in the theory of averages, for

(~) YT/Y,- (Y2/YI) (Y3/Y2) ... (YT_I/YT_2) (YT/YT_I!,

the right side apparently taking all the individual changes

into account, (i + r) being the geometric mean of the series.

The answer is, of course, that one cannot say one has

taken account of, say~ T2 when having brought it in one

proceeds to take it out.

The better way (as we shall see) is to fit an ex-

ponential curve to the data:-

�4) ce*t= + et~

the co efficient ~ , the annual rat~ of change to be estimated

by LS regression from

(5)    loglo¥t = ¢r + St logloe + ut

or, with obvious change of notation,

(6)    Yt = ~ + #’t,

so that~ if\ b and b" are respeotively the regression

estimates of ~ and Sf ~ -

(~) b’ -- b logloe = Z(yt-~) (t-T)/z(~.T)2.
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We shall now compare the relative efficiency of the

two methods of estimation on StoC~hastic lines. Assume that

the economic series fin log fo~m) over a period of years

can be represented by -

(8)     Yt = ~ +$,t + ~t’ t = i, 2, ..., T

the residual ut being regular (i.e. mean zero, homoskedastic,

variance ~, elements mutually uncorrelated). This assumption

is approximately valid (at least enough so for the present

purpose) for most Irish economic series in the postwar

period. The first estimate of ~, namely hi, is given by

(9)    bl = (YT- ¥i)/(T - I) = ~ + (uT - nl)/(T- i)

Since B(bl) = ~, bI is an unbiased estimate of ~. Its

variance is -

(1o) Vat bI = ~(bI -~)2 = 2 ~(T- a)2

The second estimate of ~, i.e. the regression

estimate b9 is

(ii) b2= z(Yt             - ?) (t               - t-)l~’(t -T)2,

so that,, as is well-known, b9 is an unbiased estimate of

Var b9,= B(b2 - ;9)

and, from (ll),

(12)

No w

(I~)    Z(t _~)2 = T(T2 - I)/12.

I{enc e

(14) Var b2 = 12 2/T(T2 ~ I).

Comparing vat bi and vat b2 from (I0) and (14) the two

methods are equally efficient for T = 2 (obvious a priori

and therefore checking the algebra) and (more curiously)

T = 3. For T>3 the relative efficiency of b2 increases

rapidly, in fact as O(T). For T = i0, for example,

vat bl/var b2 = 2.04 and for T = ~0 ~o 3.68. ,, For large

values of T the relative efficiency is very nearly T/6.
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